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VICE-CHANCELLOR
A CHAT WITH OUR

On the same note, I cannot be happier when I noticed our 
students also showed keen interest and enthusiasm to participate 
in our co-curricular activities, especially sports - a healthy body 
equals a healthy mind. In addition to the long list of clubs and 
societies, I must say, our students are spoilt for choices when 
it comes to sports activities. 

Our on-campus sports facilities are superior in many respects. 
Students can lead a fun, happy and healthy life with all the 
facilities available. Students have access to our indoor sports 
facilities, the big football �eld and the versatile spaces around 
the campus for them to play or excel in their favourite sports.  

PROF. DR. SAW SOR HEOH
Vice-Chancellor, First City University College

We are now in full swing of our 
semester, and it is heartening to 

note our students are now staying 
focused on their academic pursuits. 
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Engagement in sports is also a great way to appreciate the importance of rules and regulations as each 
sport has its own set of rules every player must understand and follow to play well and excel. We can 
also nurture teamwork and promote good values like discipline and respect when participating in sports.

As testimony to our long commitment to sports engagement on our campus, First City UC partnered with 
the International Taekwondo Federation (ITF) Malaysia recently to host the Team Malaysia Selection for 
Cambodia SEA Games 2023. It is interesting to note that one of the umpires on the selection committee 
was an alumnus of First City UC, who is also an illustrious Taekwondo exponent. You can read more 
about him in this bulletin.

Surrounded by good facilities and sports infrastructure, I am sure we will be able to continue producing 
and nurturing many more sports talents among us.

Lastly, to all our sports talents who will be participating in Sukan Institusi Pengajian Tinggi (SUKIPT) 2022 
from 12 – 21 Aug 2022, I wish all of you every success. Please do raise our �ag high!
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It was a fun-�lled 
day for students 

from the Faculty of 
Design & Built 
Environment 

(FDBE) when they 
had much fun 

participating in the 
ANCHOR Spray & 
Play workshop.

EVENTS & 
HAPPENINGS
SPRAY & PLAY – DESIGN STUDENTS HAVING FUN 
WITH COLOURS

The workshop, organised specially 
for the Diploma & Foundation 
students of FDBE, aimed to create 
awareness among the students 
on the attributes of spray paints 
and their many bene�ts. Students 
were also coached on the right 
techniques of using spray 
paint to produce their artworks. 

Students excitedly gathered in the 
lecture room where the artists from 
DPI Anchor, the market leader in 
aerosol spray paint, shared their 
experiences as street artists before 
sharing the tips and tricks of spray 
painting. This was followed by a 
demonstration by the artists before 
the students worked on their projects 
titled “When Worlds Collide”.
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Aptly titled Spray & Play, 
students were then provided 
with all the required tools and 
materials for them to start 
having fun spraying and 
playing with colours before 
producing their masterpieces. 
The produced works would 
then be judged in a 
competition.



1st Prize – 
Happy Planet
Lam Rou Xuan 
Kong Sue Ann 
Bay Zheng Wei 
Natania Enzer Boak 

2nd Prize – 
Far Far Away
Thang Qi Jian 
Amrish Amar
Claire Ng Ee Lyn 
Tham Ru Yah
Lim Jun Yan

3rd Prize – 
Fantasy Galaxy
Cheng Jia Ying 
Renita Ting Yieng Ying 
Lim Kai Shin 
Chong Siow Wei

Congratulations to the following 
winning students/groups in 
the DPI Anchor ‘When Worlds 
Collide’ competition:

Desmond Saw Wei Zheng, a student 
in the Diploma in Interior Design 
programme, was all excited when 
allowed to have fun with colours. 
"This is simply exciting. The �nished 
artwork is amazing once we know 
the right techniques and tricks of 
using spray paint”, he remarked. 

Desmond also added the workshop 
experience was something 
memorable for him and all his friends 
as that was their �rst time having 
so much fun playing with colours.

EVENTS & 
HAPPENINGS
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SPRAY & PLAY – DESIGN STUDENTS HAVING FUN 
WITH COLOURS
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EVENTS & 
HAPPENINGS
A REWARDING FIELD TRIP TO AVANTE HOTEL

During the trip, 
students were 

privileged to receive 
a full glimpse of 
what happens 

behind the scene in 
the operations of the 
luxurious 610-room 

AVANTE hotel. 

A �eld trip is an essential component 
of learning for all students from the 
Faculty of Business, Hospitality & 
Communication (FBHC) at First City 
University College (First City UC). 
FBHC has been organising many 
such trips to expose students to 
real-world experiences and this 
exposure certainly helps in ensuring 
students are work-ready even 
before their graduation.

FBHC students from two of its 
diploma programmes viz. 
Diploma in Hospitality and Tourism 
Management (DHTM) and Diploma 
in Mass Communication recently 
participated in a rewarding �eld trip 
to the group-owned AVANTE Hotel 
in Bandar Utama, Petaling Jaya.

The team from AVANTE Hotel 
gave a warm reception to the 
28 member delegation from 
FBHC, led by Asst. Prof Nur 
Khairunnisa Murnisham, FBHC’s 
Senior Lecturer and Programme 
Coordinator and Teh Wee Leon, 
DHTM Programme Coordinator.

The hotel comes with impressive 
facilities, including the pillarless 
Grand Ballroom and the 13 
conference/meeting rooms, 
Saltwater in�nity pool, spa 
and wading pool, Kiddies Club, 
SkyDeck, Chek's Coffee House 
and others. 

Students got themselves engaged 
in a list of very interesting activities 
where they gained hands-on 
experience on how to plan an 
event in the grand ballroom and 

function rooms, customise proposals 
for clients and promote the hotel via 
social media, among others.

Students also participated in the 
marketing challenge, where they 
excitedly took photos and video 
reels of the hotel to win themselves 
exclusive prizes prepared by the 
host. All prizes were presented 
to the student winners by 
the Operations Manager of 
AVANTE Hotel, Mr David Oh.
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EVENTS & 
HAPPENINGS
FIRST CITY UC PARTNERS WITH ITF MALAYSIA IN 
TEAM MALAYSIA SELECTION

First City University 
College took pride to 

be one of the partners 
of the International 

Taekwondo Federation 
(ITF) Malaysia in the 

Team Malaysia Selection 
event for SEA Games 

Cambodia 2023.

First City UC and Leadeus, a 
�nancial and leadership advisory 
company, were the two sponsors 
for the event held on 17 July 2022 
at First City University College 
in Bandar Utama, Petaling Jaya.

More than 120 Taekwondo 
exponents from across the country 
thronged the First City Hall for the 
selection process. The exponents 
represented 13 states in Malaysia 
including Sabah and Sarawak.

First City UC was represented by 
a student exponent Chan Ze Yen in 
the selection event. Ze Yen, a student 
from the Diploma in Interior Design 
programme, competed in two events 
viz. Sparring Below 51kg Category 
and Black Belt 1st Dan Pattern.

The Team Malaysia Selection event 
carried extra signi�cance for First 
City UC when one of the umpires 
who sat on the selection committee 
was Master David Khoo Han Siang.
Master David Khoo was an alumnus 
of First City UC. He graduated from 
First City UC (formerly KBU 
International College) in 2003. 

While he was a student of 
First City UC back then, Master 
David Khoo represented Malaysia 
in the 13th World Taekwon-Do ITF 
Championship 2003 in Thessaloniki, 
Greece. His participation in the 
world championship was fully 
sponsored by First City UC.
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In 2019, Master David Khoo 
was again in the limelight when 
he emerged as Champion in 
the Individual 6th Dan Pattern 
in the 21st ITF Taekwondo 
World Championship held 
in Plovdive, Bulgaria.

Master David Khoo has surely 
left his legacy behind after he 
graduated from First City UC 
(KBU International College). 



EVENTS & 
HAPPENINGS

AUG 2022

Taekwondo 
continues to be 
one of the most 
active student 

clubs in First City 
UC for more than 

20 years now. 

First City UC and Leadeus, a 
�nancial and leadership advisory 
company, were the two sponsors 
for the event held on 17 July 2022 
at First City University College 
in Bandar Utama, Petaling Jaya.

More than 120 Taekwondo 
exponents from across the country 
thronged the First City Hall for the 
selection process. The exponents 
represented 13 states in Malaysia 
including Sabah and Sarawak.

First City UC was represented by 
a student exponent Chan Ze Yen in 
the selection event. Ze Yen, a student 
from the Diploma in Interior Design 
programme, competed in two events 
viz. Sparring Below 51kg Category 
and Black Belt 1st Dan Pattern.

The Team Malaysia Selection event 
carried extra signi�cance for First 
City UC when one of the umpires 
who sat on the selection committee 
was Master David Khoo Han Siang.
Master David Khoo was an alumnus 
of First City UC. He graduated from 
First City UC (formerly KBU 
International College) in 2003. 

While he was a student of 
First City UC back then, Master 
David Khoo represented Malaysia 
in the 13th World Taekwon-Do ITF 
Championship 2003 in Thessaloniki, 
Greece. His participation in the 
world championship was fully 
sponsored by First City UC.

FIRST CITY UC PARTNERS WITH ITF MALAYSIA IN 
TEAM MALAYSIA SELECTION

In 2019, Master David Khoo 
was again in the limelight when 
he emerged as Champion in 
the Individual 6th Dan Pattern 
in the 21st ITF Taekwondo 
World Championship held 
in Plovdive, Bulgaria.

Master David Khoo has surely 
left his legacy behind after he 
graduated from First City UC 
(KBU International College). 
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EVENTS & 
HAPPENINGS
FBHC HOSPITALITY TEASER DAY – AN INTERESTING TEASER 
INTO HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

Not many students 
fully understand what 
a career in Hospitality 
Management entails. 

As opposed to the more narrowly 
focused “Hotel Management”, 
Hospitality Management is 
a broad �eld that involves 
overseeing the day-to-day 
administrative, operational and 
commercial activities of businesses 
in the hospitality industry.

To spark more interest for Hospitality 
Management to be made a career 
choice, the Faculty of Business, 
Hospitality & Communication (FBHC) 
organised “FBHC Hospitality Teaser 
Day” event on 20 July 2022 to 
provide prospective students with 
some insights into what Hospitality 
Management is all about.  

The prospective students were 
invited to FBHC for them to gain 
some insights into the hospitality 
industry and at the same time, 
some hands-on hospitality 
learning experience. 

FBHC Hospitality Teaser Day started 
with a welcome speech/brie�ng by 
FBHC Dean, Dr Lewis Leong who 
touched on the various aspects of the 
Hospitality & Tourism Management 
programmes offered by FBHC.

Students were then allowed to 
experience hands-on learning at 
the various hospitality facilities 
at the faculty including Café De 
One, Training Kitchen and Hotel 
De One (hotel mock room).

Programme Coordinators, Asst. 
Prof Khairunnisa Munirsham and Teh 
Wee Leon were busy on the ground, 
together with all the lecturers and 
members of the Hospitality & Tourism 
(HOT) Student Club, coordinating 
the various demonstrations and 
workshops organised for the 
student participants.

AUG 2022
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HAPPENINGS
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Mr K. Ravendran, the school 
counsellor of SMK Bandar Utama 
Damansara (4) who was present 
with his students at the event, 
commended the initiative by FBHC. 
"What could be a better way than 
letting the students experience 
themselves some of the hospitality 
experiences before they decide to 
choose hospitality as their future 
career”, he remarked.

He also expressed his appreciation 
to First City UC for his students to 
be invited to participate in the event. 
“My students were all excited when 
they hear about the programme 
and I am glad this event gives them 
some real hands-on experience 
and not just listening to talks or 
presentations,” he added.

Students had fun participating 
in all the activities that included 
demonstrations and workshops 
on hotel/room registration, 
housekeeping (towel folding), 
napkin folding, mocktail 
preparation and cooking.
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EVENTS & 
HAPPENINGS
STUDENTS HAVING FUN WHILE DISCOVERING THEIR 
PERSONALITIES

A group of students 
from the various 

programmes at First 
City University College 

(First City UC) were 
having fun discovering 

their personalities. 

They were selected to participate 
in the "Discover Yourself" 
programme as part of their 
personal development.

"Discover Yourself", organised by 
First City UC’s Student Services 
Department in collaboration with 
Allianz Life Insurance Malaysia 
Berhad, is also part of the Allianz 
CEO programme. CEO is the 
abbreviation of Career of 
Excellence and Opportunity.

The programme started with a 
brief introduction by Dennis Chin, 
Allianz’s Head of Agency 
Partnerships and Sales, Marketing 
& Communication. Dennis 
explained the objectives of the 
Discover Yourself/CEO programme 
to all the participants. He also 
thanked the Student Services 
Department for collaborating with 
Allianz to organise the programme. 
Career development and 
employability have always been 
the focused agendas for students 
in the institutions of higher learning. 

Dennis’ colleague, Emerald Tan, 
then facilitated the participants in 
taking the DOPE Personality Test. 
Emerald could easily connect with 
all the participants when she was 
also an alumna of First City UC. 
Emerald graduated from 
First City UC in 2017.

The DOPE (an acronym for Dove, 
Owl, Peacock, Eagle) Personality 
Test is a readily available tool for 
those interested in self-discovery. 
After the quick test, the team of 
facilitators from Allianz conducted 
activities for the participants 
to gain insights into their 
personality's inner being. 

AUG 2022
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During the visit, the 
visitors attended 
a talk session on 
how to chart a 

successful career 
in mass 

communication 
when they 

graduate from their 
programme. They 
then engaged in 
a brie�ng on the 
many internship 

opportunities 
available at RTM.

EVENTS & 
HAPPENINGS
AN INSIGHTFUL VISIT TO RTM
Two students from our Diploma in 
Mass Communication programme – 
Erica Lee Xing Ying and Wong Shun 
Qi, were beaming with excitement 
when they were given the opportunity 
to see behind the curtain how our 
Radio Televisyen Malaysia (RTM) 
operates as a national TV station.

Erica and Shun Qi, who also 
represented The Buzz Club at 
First City UC, were accompanied 
by their two lecturers/programme 
coordinators, Assistant Prof Siti 
Rasna Sierra Bt. Rasmat and Nur 
Sharina Bt. Cik Ibrahim. 

The highlight of the visit includes a 
tour of the Wisma Berita at RTM 
Angkasapuri. The visitors were 
allowed to experience �rst-hand how 
the news studio broadcasts its news. 

AUG 2022
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EVENTS & 
HAPPENINGS
FIRST CITY UC WELCOMES STUDENT GROUP 
FOR CAMPUS VISIT

With the SPM results just released on 16 June 
2022, First City UC has been busy receiving 

student groups visiting the campus.

On 6 July 2022, First City University 
College extended its warm welcome 
to another group of student visitors 
from Johor & Melaka, who 
dropped by for a campus visit. 

The visitors, who were all SPM 
school leavers, were warmly 
welcomed by the Marketing team 
before taking their campus tour. 
After getting their SPM results, the 
students were excited and actively 
looking for suitable academic 
programmes and institutions 
for their tertiary education.

The short campus visit ended 
with a brie�ng session conducted 
by the Head of Marketing & 
Corporate Communication 
Department, Allex Lim.

AUG 2022
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"This recognition will 
certainly spur me 
further to give my 

unwavering 
commitment in all 

my design activities," 
he added.

FDBE'S PROF AZALI RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS 
RECOGNITION FOR HIS WORK IN 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

AUG 2022

Associate Prof. Mohd Azali Bin 
Abd Rahim,CiDe was beaming 
with pride after he was 
awarded the Certi�ed Industrial 
Designer Certi�cate by Majlis 
Rekabentuk Malaysia 
(Malaysia Design Council).

The award certi�cate was 
presented to him during the 
Malaysia Good Design Award 
2021 & Certi�ed Industrial 
Designer awards presentation 
ceremony. The glittering event, 
held at the Everly Hotel, 
Putrajaya on 19th July 2022, 
was of�ciated by the Deputy 
Minister of International Trade 
and Industry, YB Senator Datuk 
Lim Ban Hong.

Prof. Azali (as he is fondly known) 
was one of the 16 recipients of this 
professional recognition from the 
Malaysian government, given to 
industrial designers who have made 
their mark in the industry. He has a 
long list of contributions in the �eld 
of design but to be a historical �gure 
as the designer of the �rst Malaysia 
National car ‘Proton Saga’, 
is worth mentioning.

Prof Azali was the sole award 
recipient from a private higher 
education institution i.e. First City 
University College to be given this 
recognition. “I feel deeply honoured 
to be accorded this professional 
recognition after more than 46 
years in the industry,” he remarked. 

Prof Azali, being a passionate 
industrial design practitioner, and 
an academic and active in societal 
activities, reaf�rms his commitment 
to continue contributing to the 
growth of the industrial design 
sector. He currently serves as an 
academic at the Faculty of Design 
& Built environment (FDBE) at 
First City University College. 
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‘We are in high spirit. 

We will do our best!’

Wong Her Seng
Table Tennis - 
Team Leader

“We have been practicing very 

hard for this. It doesn’t matter if 

we win or lose but we will give 

our best till the end.”

Pius Hii Lu Keat
Badminton - Team Leader

“My recent experience in the 

Team Malaysia selection event 

for SEA Games Cambodia 2023 

will be useful for me in SUKIPT.”

Chan Ze Yen
Taekwondo

“SUKIPT is the best place for me to 

test myself how much I have 

achieved in table tennis. I also hope 

to make friends with other athletes.”

Team First City for SUKIPT 2022:

BADMINTON
Pius Hii Lu Keat (Team Leader)
Thang Qi Jian
Tan Meng Hang
Tee Qing Yang
Tam Jia Shern
Tee Woen Yin
Lim Lee Tong
Yeap De Jia
Chong Sin Peng
Tee Yun Yu
Lee Wen Lick

TABLE TENNIS
Wong Her Seng (Team Leader)
Lim Joey
Ng Yu Xin
Voon Jian Wei
Teyo Jia Lin
Pius Hii Lu Keat

TAEKWONDO - Kyorugi & 
Poomsae
Jacqielynn Saw Sze Wye 
(Team Leader)
Samantha Soh Mei Yi
Vivian Tiong Xiao Shi
Chan Ze Yen

Let us all root for our team at 
SUKIPT 2022. Go all out, 
Team First City!

“Badminton is my passion. I have 

been playing badminton for many 

years now. This is the �rst time I am 

taking part in a major tournament.”

Tee Woen Yin
Badminton

Teyo Jia Lin
Table Tennis

TEAM FIRST CITY ALL GEARED UP FOR 

SUKIPT 2022

AUG 2022

Team First City is all geared up for 
the coming Sukan Institusi Pengajian 
Tinggi (SUKIPT) 2022 to be held at 
Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris in 
Tanjung Malim, Perak from 12 – 21 
August 2022.

The contingent from First City UC 
comprises 20 athletes who will 
participate in three events, namely 
badminton, table-tennis and 
Taekwondo. The team was 
assembled and actively preparing 
for the games since June 2022.

03 04

05 06

‘We have a good team in 

Taekwondo. We hope to come back 

with a medal for First City UC.

Jacqielynn Saw Sze Wye
Taekwondo - Team Leader01 02
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OUR CAMPUS
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ON-CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION
When it comes to student hostel 
or accommodation, many 
parents and students usually have 
concerns about matters related to 
safety and security. Not only that, 
but they also prefer a hostel or 
accommodation near amenities 
and convenient for students to 
attend their classes.

First City UC takes pride in having 
answers to all the above concerns.

Our on-campus accommodation 
has 24-hour security (Auxiliary 
Police) and smart card access. 
All learning facilities, including 
the lecture rooms, IT Centre, 
Library and many other 
facilities, are just steps away 
from their accommodation.  

All rooms are 
fully-furnished, 

air-conditioned and 
with ensuite bathroom. 

Students have the 
option of single or 

twin-sharing rooms. 

Our on-campus accommodation 
is just a stone-throw away from 
Bandar Utama Centrepoint, the 
neighbourhood centre for shopping, 
food and recreation. Another plus 
point, the bustling Bandar Utama 
City Centre is adjacent to the First 
City UC campus. Bandar Utama 
City Centre is a vibrant business 
and lifestyle hub.
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